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Abstract

This paper focuses on the use of distributed memory multithreaded environments in
data parallel programs and has two main goals� The �rst is to show that data parallel
programs can support features like communication overlapping� load balancing without
global data parallel object redistribution and the e�cient use of clusters of uniprocessor
and�or symmetric multiprocessors �SMPs�� Our extended model introduces virtual
processes� Virtual processes are implemented with mobile threads� The second goal is
to determine the interactions between data parallel programs and a model of distributed
memory multithreaded environments� with respect to intra�node communications and
especially to thread migration� This paper also discuss this multithreaded environment
with respect to the di�erent models of threads and shows that the HPF and the C	
data parallel compilation models easily integrate the proposed model�

Keywords� Data�parallel languages� Compilation� Distributed memory multithreaded environ�
ment� Thread migration�

R�esum�e

Ce papier s
int�eresse �a l
utilisation des environnements multithread �processus l�egers�
�a m�emoire distribu�ee dans les programmes data parall�eles� Il vise deux objectifs prin�
cipaux� Le premier est de montrer que les programmes data parall�eles peuvent in�
t�egrer des caract�eristiques comme le recouvrement des communications par les cal�
culs� l
�equilibrage de charge sans redistribution globale des objets data parall�eles et
l
exploitation e�cace des groupes de machines uniprocesseurs et�ou multiprocesseurs
sym�etriques �SMP�� Notre mod�ele �etendu introduit les processus virtuels� Les proces�
sus virtuels sont impl�ement�es �a l
aide de threads mobiles� Le second but du papier
est de d�eterminer les interactions entre les programmes data parall�eles et un mod�ele
d
environnement multithread �a m�emoire distribu�ee vis �a vis des communications intra
nud et particuli�erement vis �a vis de la migration de threads� Ce papier situe aussi
cet environnement de thread par rapport aux autres mod�eles de thread et montre que
les mod�eles de compilation data parall�eles de HPF et C	 s
int�egrent facilement dans le
mod�ele propos�ee�

Mots�cl�es� Langages data�parall�eles� Compilation� Environnement multithread �a m�emoire dis�
tribu�e� Migration de threads�
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the use of distributed memory multithreaded environments in data
parallel programs and has two main goals� The �rst is to show that data parallel programs can
support features like communication overlapping� load balancing without global data parallel
object redistribution and the e�cient use of clusters of uniprocessor and�or symmetric mul�
tiprocessors �SMPs�� Our extended model introduces virtual processes� Virtual processes are
implemented with mobile threads� The second goal is to determine the interactions between
data parallel programs and a model of distributed memory multithreaded environments� with
respect to intra�node communications and especially to thread migration� This paper also dis�
cuss this multithreaded environment with respect to the di�erent models of threads and shows
that the HPF and the C	 data parallel compilation models easily integrate the proposed model�

Keywords � Data�parallel languages� Compilation� Distributed memory multithreaded envi�
ronment� Thread migration�

� Introduction

Data parallelism ��� provides a structured model for parallel programming� One challenge is to
e�ciently execute data parallel programs on distributed memory machines� This goal seems to
have been reached for regular programs with some data parallel languages like High Performance
Fortran ����� Now� the current challenge is to e�ciently support semi�irregular applications with
such languages�

Recently� the integration of threads in data parallel runtime libraries has dramatically increased
���� ���� This is due to both the availability of threads libraries in many operating systems� allowing
e�cient use of shared memory multiprocessor machines ����� and to the availability of multithreaded
environments ���� ��� providing programming models that integrate thread capabilities with var�
ious remote communication schemes on distributed architectures� This integration has exhibited
particularly good properties for overlapping communications by computations�
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In this paper� we show that using threads in data parallel programs can bring more bene�ts�
especially for load balancing purposes� To achieve e�cient execution of semi�irregular data parallel
applications� we propose an extended model of execution for data parallel programs based on
virtual processes� The idea is to allow compilers to make use of a potentially high number of virtual
processes which are dynamically mapped onto physical processors� Because the mapping of virtual
processes is dynamic� load balancing of semi�irregular computations can be achieved by moving
virtual processes across the nodes of the underlying architecture�

Our implementation of virtual processes is based on the use of the multithreaded environment
PM�� which provides mobile threads on distributed architectures� A preliminary study ���� has
shown that embedding HPF abstract processors in mobile threads is feasible and that good per�
formances can be achieved through thread migration for a particular data parallel program� This
study has shown us that the distributed memory multithreaded environments can help data parallel
runtimes manage virtual process migration and that PM� needs to be specialized for data parallel
programs to o�er good e�ciency�

This paper is divided as follows� Section � presents the classical data parallel compilation view
and shows how it lacks some features� In section �� the virtual process based model is presented� In
particular we show how the HPF and C	 compilation models can be modi�ed to support it� Section �
begins by dealing with the di�erent kinds of threads and the di�erent models of distributed memory
multithreaded environments� It �nishes by reviewing the previous works that have used threads in
the execution of data parallel programs� A particular model of distributed memory multithreaded
environment� PM�� and its functionalities that seem interesting for data parallelism are presented
in section �� This leads us to section � which deals with the integration of data parallelism and a
distributed memory multithreaded environment� Section � presents future work and we conclude
in section � with some open questions�

� Extending data parallel compilation model

��� Classical distributed memory data parallel compilation view

Classical data parallel language compilers distribute the parallel work onto a virtual machine whose
processors are called virtual processors� These virtual processors do not belong to the data parallel
languages and are di�erent� for example� from C	 ���� virtual processors� They are an abstraction
of the real machine for the compilers� The compilers assume virtual processors to be mapped one
per node because a node of the distributed memory is assumed to only contain one processor� As
virtual processor are mapped into a process and some parallel machines can only map one process
per node� this model seems adequate� Figure � illustrates the current situation� So� compilers
generate low level code because they assume one virtual processor per physical processor and they
assume that all virtual to virtual processor communications are distant and need to go through the
interconnection network�

This approach is limited for load balancing issues and for recent technologies� First� clusters of
symmetric multiprocessors can not be e�ciently exploited� Current compilers do not know how to
e�ciently use such clusters because their compilation scheme does not deal with several processors
in a local shared memory space� Second� some complex modules are added in the compilation
and�or into the runtime to overlap communications by computations� Third� and maybe the most
important one� load balancing can only be done through redistributions of data parallel objects�
Redistributions are expensive and force users to have a good knowledge of the machine and to
spend time writing complex machine dependent code �����
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Figure �� Data parallel languages distribute data parallel objects onto a virtual machine� Classical
data parallel compilers map one virtual processor into one process� Then� one process is assumed
to be mapped to one processor� Processors are assumed to only be able to communicate through
message exchange�

��� Mapping many virtual processors into a node

The three problems explained above can be solved by mapping several virtual processors per node
and by allowing virtual processors to move from one node to another�

Virtualization of the underlying architecture The number of processors of a node only
a�ects the computational power and the computation of the machine
s load� Indeed� the time to
compute p independent tasks �all assumed to have u units of work� on a machine with n processors
that can individually proceed � units of work per unit of time is � � u � d p

n
e while the load of

the machine is p

n
� So� the underlying architecture is virtualized because several virtual processors

can be mapped to a node which can have one or several processors� The criteria becomes only the
overall e�ciency without taking care of the overheads introduce�

Overlapping communications by computations Mapping several virtual processors to a node
introduces a possible overlapping of communications by computations� If a virtual processor is
blocked on a message receive operation� others virtual processors can go on� It is argued in ����
that overlapping communications by computations has a limited utility in data�parallel programs�
The achieved speedup is bound by a factor � and is generally less� The kind of overlapping gen�
erated here� i�e� pipelining� is the worst kind because it may slow down the application due to
the cost of sending�receiving messages� So� the bene�t of this approach is that it automatically
provides overlapping and supports aggregating techniques when needed� For example� the real
communications can be done by only one �special� virtual processor�

Load balancing the application by migrating processes A dynamic mapping of virtual
processors to processors can also be used in order to improve the balance of the application
s
load� When some nodes become overloaded or underloaded� load balancing techniques can be
applied to balance the load by moving virtual processors� The advantages are a localization of
the �redistribution� phases and a distinction between the data parallel object distribution� whose
aim is to create parallelism� and the load balancing phase whose goal is to achieve e�ciency� The
localization means that only the processors that have to send or receive some virtual processors
are going to have some extra work to do� And yet� this extra work does not prevent other virtual
processors of such processors going on with their computation� Finally� complex load balancing
policies can be embedded in the runtime� The user has only to choose the best one for his�her
program�machine� So� a heavy burden can be removed from the users
 shoulders�
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� Compiling data parallel programs onto virtual processes

The previous section has shown that mapping several virtual processors per processor virtualizes the
machine� creates communication overlapping and especially enables load balancing strategies to be
applied for data parallel programs� This section de�nes virtual processes which have a better suited
de�nition than the virtual processors and shows how data parallel compilation can be extended to
support them�

��� Extending data parallel compilation model with virtual processes

Current compilers generate code for virtual processors because they assume that the corresponding
process will be alone on a processor� But� it seems interesting to have several such virtual processors
per processor� In order not to confuse between the classic view and this view� we are going to de�ne
virtual processes�

We de�ne a virtual process as a part of the distributed domain and the computation related
to it� if we refer to the owner computes rule that most data parallel compilers use� It embeds the
logical functionalities of what classical compilers mapped to a virtual processor� i�e� to a process�
So� a virtual process can be seen as the code generated at the process level by classical data parallel
compilers but with the assumption that many virtual processes can be mapped to a processor via
a process� Figure � illustrates this model�

Node SetData parallel Object

Dependent

Language

Virtual Process Set

Dynamic

Mapping

Figure �� Data parallel objects are distributed onto virtual processes� Then� several virtual processes
are mapped onto a node� Nodes can contain one processor or several shared memory processors�

The data parallel compilation model has to be extended because now compilers do not generate
processor level code but virtual process level code� The di�erence is that communications between
two virtual processes can be local to a node or can be between two di�erent nodes� This approach
modi�es the compilation model that deals with communications� However� it does not invalidate
the current compilers but only enables new optimizations in the communications between virtual
processes on the same node� Now� let
s examine what this approach means for the two main data
parallel compilation models� the HPF and C	 models�

The HPF model ���� de�nes a three level mapping of data� The �rst level is an alignment level�
Arrays are aligned relative to one another or to a template� which is an abstract reference array�
Then� arrays are distributed onto abstract processors� The last level is declared to be an optional
implementation�dependent directive ������ p� ���� It consists in mapping abstract processors onto
physical processors� So� the abstract processors of the HPF model become our virtual processes�
While classical data parallel compilers map one abstract processor per node� our approach maps
several virtual processes per node� As also shown in ����� the virtual process approach �ts very well
in the last level of the HPF model�

The C� model� without machine dependent functionalities� is simpler because the programmer
can not specify the distribution of his�her shapes� By de�nition ����� each C	 virtual processor is an
independent processor� In MIMD machines� the shapes are distributed in block by some compilers
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to increase grain� Then� each block emulates the C	 virtual processors in virtualization loops� We
decide that the virtualizations loops are themselves executed by some virtual processes that have
to be mapped on a set of nodes�

So� the virtual process model extends very well the HPF and the C	 compilation model because
it only extends the implementation low level part of these models�

��� Implementing virtual processes

One solution is to embed a virtual process in a process and map several processes per processors�
But� this approach su�ers two main problems� Firstly� some hardwares and�or operating systems
like the CRAY T�D or the IBM SP� only permit mapping one process per node� Secondly� mapping
several processes to a node is not an e�cient solution for the following reasons� First� the SPMD
code is replicated even thoug memory is a limiting resource for data parallel programs� Second�
communications between local processes are expensive even if they are on the same processor� In
some architectures� this drawback can be solved by using shared memory� but it is not portable�
Thirdly� process context switches are expensive�

So� it is some times feasible to implement a virtual process into a process but it is not portable
on all kind of machines and it is not very e�cient� In fact� we would like to have something light
that can run in a process� Lightweight processes appear to provide a good solution� So� the next
step is to de�ne lightweight processes and distributed memory multithreaded environment models�

� Lightweight processes for parallel programming

In this section� we will �rst recall the main characteristics of the thread concept and why it is well
suited to parallel programming� Then� we present some of the most representative environments
that are integrating threads and communications on distributed architectures�

��� Threads

Lightweight processes are born from the idea of separating characteristics related to execution
�ows from those related to system resources �code� memory� opened �les table� etc�� inside system
processes� Thus� a thread can be considered to be not much more than an execution stack and an
instruction pointer� Several threads can run inside the same system process� sharing its address
space� code and other system resources�

These characteristics make operations on threads �context switch� creation� etc�� run at least
an order of magnitude faster than those related to system processes� That
s the main reason which
makes them very interesting in parallel applications� Another reason is bound to their ability to
e�ciently overlap I�O latencies by computations since inside a system process� a blocked thread
�issuing an I�O operation� can often be quickly replaced by a ready�to�execute thread by the
scheduler� The quality of these two main properties � e�ciency and I�O recovery � depends
upon at which level the thread scheduler is implemented�

When the scheduling is implemented at the system level� then threads are called kernel level
threads and are scheduled by the system scheduler itself� This allows it to correctly trap blocking
calls and yield the execution to another thread in the process� or to make multithreaded applications
bene�t from the real underlying parallelism by transparently balancing the threads among the
available processors� However� operations of kernel level threads yet incur some overhead due to
crossing system boundaries for each call�
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When the scheduling is implemented at the user level� the system scheduler is not aware of
the existence of threads� As a result� user level threads of an application can not be scheduled
over several processors by the system nor be blocked individually on a system call� Despite of
these drawbacks� user level threads are interesting because their management is very e�cient and
because the functionalities of the runtime are easily customizable by an application programmer�

Threads exhibit good properties for both e�ciency and ease�of�use� That
s why they are used
in many application �elds such as �le servers� compiler runtimes ����� graphical interfaces or even
arcade games� In this respect� it is not surprising that the people involved in the design of parallel
applications have tried to integrate threads in distributed computing environments� We develop
this point in the following section�

��� Threads and distribution

Due to the ��ne grained� computation resource a thread represents� both in terms of e�ciency
and scalability� its use in computation intensive parallel applications was recently engaged� In
particular� the challenge was to integrate them with communication mechanisms in order to bene�t
from their ability to recover I�O operations �i�e� communications� on distributed architectures such
as networks of workstations� There are two main ways of realizing such an integration�

The �rst one consists in doing this integration at the application level� by layering both on top of
a communication library and a thread library� Although this approach may appear straightforward�
several problems may be encountered�

Semantic problem Most of current communication libraries �PVM ����� MPI ����� etc� are not
designed to be used in a multithreaded context �i�e� they are not thread�aware�� For example�
some primitives allowing a process to wait for a message are often provided� but the result of
several threads calling such a primitive is not de�ned �i�e� which thread will get the message
���

Technical problem In addition to the previous semantic problem� one has to consider the usual
case where the communication library is not reentrant �not thread�safe�� As a result� syn�
chronization mechanisms �such as mutexes� are needed to ensure exclusive access to the
communication library and �polling algorithms� have to replace direct calls to blocking prim�
itives�

Engineering problem Finally� by solving the two previous problems at the application level�
embedding a lot of �speci�c synchronization code� within regular code may prevent some
parts of the application from being easily reused�

With respect to these important drawbacks� this �rst approach is now seldom used for the bene�t
of the second one� the integration of threads and communications within a generic multithreaded
environment� The main idea is to provide a well de�ned programming model where the thread
concept is �global� to the whole underlying architecture �and not just hidden into system processes�
and where the technical problems are solved outside the application level� Recently� a strong
e�ort has been made in this research �eld� As a result� many multithreaded environments are
now available on a wide range of distributed architectures ���� ��� �� ��� �� ���� Although these
environments are very di�erent� the main mechanisms they provide are often a combination of four
basic programming models which are the data�driven execution model� the remote thread operation
model� the message passing model and the remote procedure call model�
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The data�driven execution model is featured by environments such as Cilk ��� or TPVM �����
In Cilk� threads only execute non�blocking code and dependencies between threads are supported
by a continuation mechanism that starts a new thread only when all its dependencies are satis�ed�
However� some applications may be di�cult to write in this model� That
s why the TPVM approach
also permits message passing�

The remote thread operation model is featured by environments such as Chant ���� or RThreads
����� This approach extends the semantic of a subset of common threads operations �creation�
joining� cancelation� etc� to a distributed context� Although this approach may make the design
of distributed applications very straightforward� it is limited to some �well behaved� mechanisms
�threads creation or joining� in order to avoid severe e�ciency problems tied to network latencies�
For instance� synchronization mechanisms such as semaphores are rarely �transparently� extended
to a distributed context� because the P and V operations on a remote semaphore would become
very expensive compared to their �local� versions�

The message passing model is featured by environments such as TPVM� Chant or DTMS ����
In this approach� threads are able to exchange messages �usually asynchronously� with each other�
Therefore� unique global names are assigned to threads� so that they can be remotely referenced
by each other� Message passing is extensively used in distributed systems� and one may expect
multithreaded environments based on this paradigm being also widely used nowadays� However� the
implementation of this model does incur some overhead to applications that do not need activities
to cooperate in very tied ways �����

The last major model � the remote procedure call model � does not have the previous draw�
back� It is the basis of environments such as Nexus ����� Athapascan�� ���� DTS ��� or PM� �����
The basic idea is to provide a mechanism that allows the creation of remote threads to execute
some given functions� The relationship between a thread issuing a �lightweight� remote procedure
call and the thread spawned to undertake the call is exclusively a client�server one� Thus� the
RPC mechanism can be considered as a �decomposition operator� that allows a computation to
be split into several sub�computations� as opposed to the message passing mechanism that rather
represents a mean of communication between cooperative threads�

��� Threads in data�parallel program executions

Due to the wide variety of functionalities provided by the previously mentioned multithreaded
environments� it is not surprising that their use in distributed applications is growing more and
more� This section relates the di�erent works that have used threads for the execution of data
parallel programs� The various works are sorted by the bene�ts they expect from threads�

Overlapping of communications by computations The �rst historical interest of having sev�
eral threads per processor was to overlap communications by computations� When a com�
putational �ow �or thread� is blocked on a message reception� another local �ow can go on�
Much research ��� �� ��� ��� has explored this �eld� However� ���� wonders about the success
of this approach�

Super linear speedup Another advantage of the multithreading approach is that it may generate
super linear speedups� The reason stems from cache e�ects� The memory accesses of the
program are changed because a large domain has been split in smaller domains� Here� each
thread allocates its parallel variables� So� it does not compute on a localized part of a larger
array like the classical use of shared memory� Cache accelerations are reported in ��� ��� ����
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Cache e�ects have not been a reason of using threads but can become a good one� The current
di�cult point is to predict those cache e�ects�

Load balancing The mapping of threads to processors can also be used to improve the application
load balance� Some research focuses on statically �nding a good mapping ���� ��� ��� It take
place in the world of task scheduling and only works for �statically� predictable task graphs�
���� dynamically maps such threads to balance the load with a work stealing technique� But�
it only works for a particular kind of HPF nested loops� In ����� we have studied the feasibility
of our approach� The paper focuses on HPF and shows that good performance seems to be
possible with thread migration�

The previous bene�t can only be met with some speci�c multithreaded environments� In partic�
ular� functionalities such as thread migration are seldom available together with high performance
thread operations in classical environments� The next section presents PM�� an environment pro�
viding these features that we have used in our implementations�

� The PM
 multithreaded environment

PM� �Parallel Multi�threaded Machine� ���� is a distributed multithreaded environment which was
originally designed to support massively parallel irregular applications� These applications may be
decomposed unpredictablely in a high number of concurrent tasks �each of them having a di�erent
execution time�� As will be described in the following section� the programming model proposed
by PM� to facilitate the design of such applications on distributed machines is centered around
the idea of �virtualizing� the underlying architecture by using threads� This point makes PM�

particularly well suited for the support of data�parallel programs through the concept of virtual
processes�

��� Virtualizing the underlying architecture

The PM� programming model intends to provide an easy way of e�ciently managing a large set of
concurrent activities on a distributed architecture� Due to all the properties their model exhibits
�see section ����� threads were naturally chosen to support the execution of these activities� In this
respect� they play the role of virtual processors that may be requested dynamically�

Considering the fact that PM� intends to be a generic environment that may be used in very
di�erent application �elds� it does not contain any �xed load balancing policy that would try to
�automatically� ensure an e�cient execution regardless of the application
s speci�cities� In fact� it
provides an interface allowing the explicit management of virtual processors across the architecture
and it is up to the application programmer to implement the best suited �global scheduler� on top
of this interface�

E�ciently managing a high number of running activities on a distributed architecture features
many problems� In particular� one has to provide mechanisms allowing these activities to commu�
nicate with each other� A communication model based on message passing between threads was not
considered for several reasons� The main one derives from the necessity to set up a global naming
policy� so that threads can be reached from any node� In a context where thousands of threads
may coexist� this may complicate the job of the programmer by forcing him�her to manage many
threads names at the application level� In addition� this solution may complicate the implementa�
tion of load balancing mechanisms such as thread migration because the global naming would need
to be strongly modi�ed �and would become far less e�cient��
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For these reasons� the PM� programming model provides some decomposition operators that
allow the spliting of computations into several parts and makes all communications between threads
implicit� This way� relationships between threads remain simple and known by the system� so
that operations such as thread migration can be implemented very e�ciently� PM� provides two
decomposition operators� the Lightweight Remote Procedure Call �LRPC� and Thread Cloning�

����� Lightweight Remote Procedure Call

A LRPC consists of forking a remote thread to execute a speci�ed service� It can be either syn�
chronous� asynchronous or synchronous with deferred waiting� Lightweight remote procedure calls
need the following parameters� a mode �synchronous or asynchronous�� a service number �iden�
tifying the service requested�� a location �identifying the target node�� a priority �of the remote
forked thread�� a pointer to the LRPC
s arguments and a pointer to the LRPC
s results �except in
asynchronous mode��

Node A Node B

Network

caller
server

Figure �� The Lightweight procedure call mechanism

A synchronous LRPC works like a classical procedure call� except that the code is executed by
a remote thread �in another process�� This mechanism is worth being used by a machine which is
overloaded or when code needs to be run on a particular architecture� However� a thread executing
a synchronous LRPC is blocked until it gets the result back� So a synchronous LRPC does not
generate any additional parallelism� since it simply temporary moves an execution �ow to another
location�

An asynchronous LRPC initiates remote independent execution e�ciently� because it only sends
one message with no return of implicit results� In this respect� it
s very similar to the Remote Service
Request �RSR� mechanism available with the Nexus runtime system ����� Of course� if needed� it
would always be possible to return results later by doing another asynchronous LRPC� but it
s
not the right way to go since a third variant of LRPC is provided� the �deferred waiting� LRPC�
This last mechanism allows one to decompose a LRPC in two steps� The LRP Call �asynchronous
creation of remote thread� and the LRP Wait �waiting for results��

����� Thread Cloning

Thread cloning is a decomposition operator allowing �clones� to be generated from an original
thread� After the execution of what we call a splitting instruction� all the resulting cloned threads
have an identical execution context �i�e� instruction pointer and stack� inherited from the original
thread� However� a rank number can be used by each clone to distinguish it from the others and
perform di�erent computations�
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The splitting instruction can be compared to the UNIX fork mechanism� except that it applies
to threads rather than to system processes and that it manages thread creations in a more controlled
and secure way� In particular� a second instruction  the merging instruction  must be called by
each clone at the end of the cloning operation� When all clones have called the merging instruction�
only one thread is kept alive by the system to continue its execution ��gure ���

P P1 P PP0 2 3 4

Merging
Merging

Merging

Splitting

Merging

Merging

Figure �� The cloning operation� Here� the operation was initiated by thread p�� After each thread
has called the merging instruction� only one thread �p� in this case� continues its execution�

��� Thread Migration

PM� provides a thread migration mechanism which allows one to move threads between nodes
during their execution� This mechanism� triggered by a call to the pm� migrate function� is done
in three steps� First� the thread is frozen� and both its descriptor and the useful part of its stack
are packed in a bu�er! then� the bu�er is sent to the destination module! and last� the thread
s
descriptor and stack are unpacked on the destination module� the stack is relocated in a new address
space� and the thread is unfrozen �Figure ���
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Figure �� The PM � migration mechanism

Note that only the thread context is moved �stack� local data� etc� and that� after migration�
the thread has access to a new global environment �global variables� etc�� Moreover� due to the
current implementation� thread migration is only possible between identical processes �same code
on same architecture��

An application may not want to let all its threads be �migratable� at every time� For example�
a thread issuing some complex operations on a global data structure should not be moved during
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this time� Such a property has to be known by the runtime� especially when using application�
independent load balancing libraries� Therefore� PM� attaches to each thread a �migratable� state
that can be set �or unset� on demand�

��� Implementation

As with many other environments� PM� is a tradeo� between functionalities� portability and e��
ciency� Because PM� was designed to experiment with various load balancing strategies� priority
was given to functionalities�

While LRPC and cloning primitives are the basis for computation distribution� �exibility of
computation with PM� mainly depends on lightweight process functionalities� Existing threads
packages are numerous� Some provide lots of functionality but lack e�ciency or portability whereas
others o�er only minimal threads support but are very e�cient� Some operating systems support
lightweight processes �Solaris ����� but each implementation does not provide the same functionality�
so that it is di�cult to build a portable platform upon these systems without losing interesting
characteristics� Moreover� some speci�c features like scheduling algorithms or thread migration
mechanisms may not be possible on top of kernel level thread libraries�

In order to exactly match our needs� we have implemented our own preemptive threads pack�
age� called Marcel� It provides a large subset of the standard POSIX interface primitives with
additional features� such as stack extensibility or thread migration support� For communications�
the PVM message passing library was chosen� Since it is only used for implementation purposes�
its interface is not directly usable�

� Implementing virtual processes as threads with PM


Implementing a virtual process as a thread is straightforward except for e�cient communications
and thread migration issues� This section examines how communications between threads can be
optimized and the compiler and thread environment support needed to achieve thread migration
in data parallel programs�

��� Communications between threads

The simulation of message passing with asynchronous LRPC is more a bene�t than a drawback�
Indeed� the remote service can check if the destination thread is present and forward the message
if the thread is no longer there� So� threads can migrate without worrying about messages because
of a forwarding mechanism� Moreover� the remote service can directly empty the network into the
right location�

If source and destination threads are not in the same memory address space� messages have to
be generated to communicate� But� what do we do if they are on the same node � One solution is
to still use messages� Another solution is to allow threads to directly access the memory of other
local threads�

The message passing approach has the bene�t of being easier to implement� Indeed� wherever
the destination thread is� a thread always generates a message� The call to the real communication
layer can be avoided but in all cases memory copies and bu�er management create overheads�

Direct memory access moves the complexity from the runtime to the compiler� The compiler
has to manage the dependencies in a �ner way� The communications that embed data exchange and
implicit synchronizations are replaced only by synchronizations resulting in a decrease in runtime
overhead since we remove memory copies and bu�er management�
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��� Load balancing issues

One goal that we would like to achieve is to balance the load through thread migration� So� we are
going to specify the characteristics of the compiler and the multithreaded environment needed to
achieve thread migration�

The load of a process is the sum of the load of all its virtual processes� So� load balancing can
be achieved by moving such entities from overloaded nodes to underloaded nodes� There are two
main choices� Either we use a spy thread in each process or the compiler integrates some calls
to the load balancing module in the code of computing threads� The role of the spy thread is
to compute the local load� to exchange information with other spies and to preempt and migrate
threads when needed� In the second case� the computing threads themselves take care of balancing
the load through the calls to the load balancing module�

Without compiler assistance� preemptive thread migration is very complex because Fortran and
C compilers may create many pointers when optimizing� With the current compilers� we do not
know the pointers generated by compilers and thus we can not correct them after a migration�
Therefore� only a thread can really safely call the migration function because we can generate code
where such pointers do not need to be corrected� The problem is that threads can only migrate at
well de�ned points�

Another challenge is to deal with the data allocated in the heap by threads� Currently PM� does
not deal with such data but allows users to migrate it� In PM�� user functions can be called before
sending the migration message and after having rebuilt the thread� We use this functionality to
pack to and to unpack from the migration message all the data allocated by the thread in the heap�
It is also used to correctly set some pointers to allocated memory� It is not currently clear whether
it is the compiler or the thread environment which should deal with such data and pointers�

��� PM� specialization

The fact that threads execute data parallel programs allowed us to specialize PM�� Synchronizations
and preemptions can be specialized for such programs in order to be more e�cient�

Synchronization optimizations Local thread synchronizations are implemented as a two phase
operation� Let n be the number of threads to synchronize� In the �rst phase� n � � threads are
going to be blocked� while in the second phase the nth thread releases the n � � blocked threads�
The releasing function can be specialized because we have set the priority of all computing threads
to the same value� Thus� the releasing function is now one list insertion whereas before it was
n � � thread insertions� However� the synchronization still has a cost in O�n� because of the �rst
phase� The optimization only reduces the value of the multiplicative constant from ��� �s to ��� �s
per thread on a Pentium ��� Mhz Linux machine� This represents a �� " improvement� On this
machine� the PM� thread context switch takes roughly ��� �s�

Preemption specialization For data parallel programs� the full preemption is not well suited�
With it� threads progress with at most a time slice of di�erence� That can lead to a bad use of
the overlapping mechanism because all the threads can reach the communication calls within a
small amount of time� With n identical threads� this time is at most n times the time slice� The
overlapping time is not as long as it could be� To maximize the overlapping time� a thread must
not be preempted until it blocks� Nevertheless� the network has to be regularly polled to receive
messages� The reduced preemption mechanism we have implemented only preempts a working
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thread to give the processor to the communication thread� Once the communication thread blocks
on a message reception call� the last preempted thread gets the processor back�

��� Preliminary results

Our hand�written test program is the Gaussian elimination with a hand written runtime and a
speci�c load balancing policy� This program was chosen because the BLOCK distribution is not well
balanced and because we know the CYCLIC distribution is a good distribution� Thus� we can see
how thread migration can balance the load� Figure � extracted from ���� reports the time for the
Adaptor CYCLIC and BLOCK versions and the time for the multithreaded program with and without
the load balancing module� We can see the cache e�ects� the improvement generated by thread
migration and the overhead generated by too many threads� The experiments have been done with
monoprocessor Alpha machines connected with a gigaswitch network�
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� Future Work

��� Evaluation of multithreaded data parallel compilers

We have developed two multithreaded distributed memory compilers by modifying the runtimes
of two public domain distributed compilers� Adaptor ��� which is a HPF compiler and UNH�C	
���� which is a C	 compiler� Adaptor is developed by T� Brandes at the GMD and UNH�C	 by P�
Hatcher at the University of New Hampshire� The multithreaded compilers are currently running
and are in evaluation phase� This step is just a preliminary one� Compilers will need to be modi�ed
to generate better multithreaded code in order not to replicate scalar code� to optimize intra node
communications and to o�er a better support for thread migration�

��� Fissions and fusions

One major problem with virtual process level load balancing is to decide the number of virtual
processes� With a large number� we should be able to �nd good load balanced mapping but with a
large overhead� On the other hand� a small number of threads does not su�er a large overhead at
the price of a bad load balanced execution ����� An elegant solution would be to use �ssion�fusion
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operators� With them� we will be able to adapt the number of virtual processes� The �ssion
operator splits one thread into several to decrease the granularity� This could be achieved with the
thread cloning function� The fusion increases the granularity by merging several threads into one�
All participating threads� minus the one� are destroyed and thus the overhead is decreased� The
remaining deals with the data�

��� E	cient communications

The current implementation of PM� is layered on top of PVM for historical reasons� However� using
PVM incurs some signi�cant overhead because data is copied at several steps and because we have
to use high�level polling algorithms to handle message arrival because PVM is neither thread�aware
nor thread�safe�

This situation is about to change since we are currently working on the design of a minimal
thread�aware communication layer that intends to be easily ported on di�erent communication pro�
tocols such as Ethernet� ATM or Myrinet� The design of a prototype that will use SBP �Streamlined
Bu
er Protocol ����� for Ethernet and Fast�ethernet networks as well as BIP ���� �Basic Interface
for Parallelism� for Myrinet networks is under development� The general architecture of this layer
is similar to the one used in Nexus ���� and further work may concern the fusion of these two
libraries into a common one�

� Conclusion

This paper describes an extension to the data parallel language compilation model to deal with
three execution features� communication overlapping� load balancing without global data parallel
object redistribution� and e�cient use of clusters of uniprocessor and�or SMPs� The model is based
on a view of the machine as a set of communicating nodes� and on the virtual process concept�
We have shown that the HPF and C	 compilation models can be easily extended� We propose to
implement a virtual process into a thread�

After having de�ned threads and the di�erent solutions proposed for distributed memory mul�
tithreaded environment� we focus on a particular model of distributed memory multithreaded en�
vironment� represented by PM�� which �xes the context� Then� we study the interactions between
such an environment that brings many functionalities like LRPC� thread migration� thread cloning
and data parallel programs� In particular� we study their utilization for load balancing purposes�
We also describe two specializations of PM� to show how a general environment can more e�ciently
support data parallel programs�

Future works will concern intensive experimentation of our two existing multithreaded data
parallel compiler prototypes as well as the evolution of the PM� implementation in order to e��
ciently exploit high bandwidth networks� All the described functionalities have been implemented
except the �ssion�fusion� although PM� supports thread cloning� Preliminary experiments seem to
indicate a good behavior except for scalar code� because scalar code is replicated and may generate
too much overhead�

Although this direction seems promising� many questions and problems appear� For example�
what is the interface between user code and the load balancing module � What must be done at
user level and what can be done by the compiler and�or the runtime � What features belong to
the runtime and what can be handled by the multithreaded environment � Cooperation seems a
partial preliminary answer�
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